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Geisha Tip
Tip: The protagonist started out singing to a cricket, in a positive state of mind. She ended the scene in despair over news of Mo. impending death.

Geisha Tip
Tip: This metaphor reinforces the instability of Chiyo’s life

Geisha Tip
Tip: gives reader a sense of culture

Geisha Tip
Tip: a metaphor that illustrates how things are not always what they appear Tip: this metaphor warns the reader to not be deceived by Chiyo’s imaginings.

Geisha Tip
Tip: Chiyo begins the scene in despair over her mother’s impending death. She ends the scene happy for the attention she received.

Geisha Tip
Tip: A metaphor for her life. Plus, the reference helps establish the culture

Geisha Tip
Tip: With death looming, the unknown enters (hence conflict, suspense: how will the death change the character?

General Tip
TIP: Use abbreviations – SC for Scene, SU for Summary, but remember you are only going indicate where the Summaries fall. You will track your Scenes.

General Tip
TIP: Character Emotional Development is what the reader most identifies with in story. Therefore: Character Emotional Development is the first major plot thread on the Scene Tracker. 

General Tip
TIP: Use a different color pen for each major character.

General Tip
TIP: Make each notation as succinctly as possible.

TIP #6: Dramatic Action is the second major plot thread. 
TIP: Dramatic Action is the second major plot thread. 

General Tip
TIP: Story is conflict shown in scene.

General Tip
TIP: Mark the column with a (+) if the character begins the scene in a positive state-of-mind — confident, happy, hopeful, calm, mischievous, smug, lovestruck, surprised.If throughout the scene the character’s mood changes to the negative — exhausted, confused, guilty, suspicious, angry, frustrated, sad, embarrassed, disgusted, frightened, enraged, ashamed, cautious, depressed, overwhelmed, lonely, jealous, bored, surprised, anxious, shocked or shy — make a (-)

General Tip
TIP: character can pass through several moods or feelings or state-of-mind in the course of one scene. If there is no emotional change, ask yourself what does the scene accomplish in terms of the character?

General Tip
TIP: The theme is the why, the spirit of your story, your reason for writing the story, what you want your readers to take away from having read it. This is the third major plot thread you’ll track on your Scene Tracker.
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